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Summary 

RNA modifying enzymes are an important part of the gene expression cascade in eukaryotic 

cells. Especially, enzymes that directly modify mRNAs turn out to be potent post-

transcriptional regulators. A prominent mRNA feature that is often targeted in this context is 

the homopolymeric adenosine stretch at its 3’, also known as the mRNA poly(A) tail. The 

length of this structure is quite dynamic and can determine the fate of an mRNA. Short-tailed 

mRNAs are envisioned to be unstable and inefficiently translated, whereas long-tailed mRNAs 

are stable and efficiently translated. In the cytoplasm, the length of the tail is modified by two 

evolutionary conserved protein families known as deadenylases (DeAds), which shorten the 

tail, and cytoplasmic poly(A) polymerases (cytoPAP), which elongate the tail. Although, DeAds 

and cytoPAPs are important enzymes in RNA biology their biological roles in multi-cellular 

organisms were only scarcely characterized. In the work presented here, Caenorhabditis 

elegans is used as a model to investigate the roles of deadenylases and cytoplasmic poly(A) 

polymerases in regulating gene expression programs of developing germ cells. By combining 

classical genetic with biochemical and genomics approaches, I identified the cytoPAP GLD-2 

and CCF-1, a DeAd of the Ccr4-Not complex as the key enzymes that are utilized for mRNA 

regulation in germ cells. My combined data suggests that these two factors control the level 

of mRNAs by modulating the length of poly(A) tails. The opposing activities of GLD-2 and 

CCF-1 are employed by various gene-specific RNA-binding proteins to control mRNA 

abundance and translation of their targets. In conclusion, this work establishes the enzymatic 

framework that is used for poly(A)-mediated gene expression control in germ cells and 

provides valuable insights into how RNA-modifying enzymes are utilized in development to 

control specific gene expression programs. 
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Zusammenfassung 

RNA-modifizierende Enzyme sind ein wichtiger Teil der Genexpressionskaskade in 

eukaryotischen Zellen. Insbesondere Enzyme die direkt mRNAs modifizieren, haben sich als 

potente post-transkriptionale Regulatoren herausgestellt. Eine prominente mRNA-Struktur, 

auf welche in diesem Zusammenhang oft abgezielt wird, ist der homopolymerische 

Adenosinabschnitt am 3‘ Ende, auch bekannt als mRNA poly(A) Schwanz. Die Länge dieser 

Struktur ist dynamisch und kann das Schicksal einer mRNA beeinflussen. mRNAs mit kurzen 

Schwänzen sind instabil und werden ineffizient translatiert. Im Gegensatz dazu, sind mRNAs 

mit langen Schwänzen stabiler und werden effizienter translatiert. Im Zytoplasma wird die 

Länge eines poly(A) Schwanzes von zwei evolutionär konservierten Proteinfamilien verändert. 

Deadenylasen (DeAds) verkürzen und zytoplasmatische poly(A) Polymerasen (cytoPAP) 

verlängern diese Struktur. Obwohl DeAds und cyoPAP wichtige Enzyme in der RNA-Biologie 

sind, wurden deren biologische Rollen bisher nur unzureichend untersucht. In der hier 

präsentierten Arbeit wird der Modellorganismus Caenorhabditis elegans benutzt, um die 

Bedeutung von Deadenylasen und cytoplasmatischen poly(A) Polymerasen für die 

Regulierung von Genexpressionsprogrammen in sich entwickelnden Keimzellen zu studieren. 

Durch die Kombinierung von klassisch genetischen mit biochemischen und genomischen 

Herangehensweisen konnte ich die cytoPAP GLD-2 sowie CCF-1, eine DeAd aus dem Ccr4-

Not-Komplex, als Schlüsselenzyme für die Regulierung von mRNAs in Keimzellen 

identifizieren. Meine gesammelten Daten sprechen dafür, dass diese Faktoren mRNA-

Mengen kontrollieren, indem sie die Länge derer poly(A) Schwänze verändern. Dabei werden 

die entgegengesetzten Aktivitäten von GLD-2 und CCF-1 von spezifischen RNA-bindenden 

Proteinen benutzt, um gezielt die Menge sowie die Translationseffizienz von bestimmten 

mRNAs zu kontrollieren. Zusammenfassend stellt meine Arbeit die Bedeutung des 

enzymatischen Systems, welches für die poly(A)-gestützte Regulierung von 

Genexpressionsprogrammen in Keimzellen genutzt wird, heraus und zeigt, wie RNA-

modifizierende Enzyme gezielt in der Entwicklungsbiologie eingesetzt werden können.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Post-transcriptional gene expression control 

The basis for all developmental processes is the ability of cells to control the spatial and 

temporal production of proteins. An organism needs to produce the right set of proteins at the 

right time in development. In general, gene expression can be controlled on the transcriptional 

or post-transcriptional level. Transcriptional regulation takes place in the nucleus and controls 

the production of mRNAs by regulating the access of RNA polymerase II to genes. Post-

transcriptional regulation is much broader and can affect many different processes in a cell. 

This type of regulation can affect mRNA processing, splicing and export in the nucleus as well 

as mRNA degradation, storage and translation in the cytoplasm. The cytoplasmic events are 

often commonly referred to as translational regulation. Although, transcriptional and post-

transcriptional regulation can be utilized in most cells some cell types such as germ cells are 

dominated by post-transcriptional mechanisms. Especially, translational regulation is an 

important aspect of germ cell development. Hence, germ cells provide valuable insides into 

how complex gene expression programs can be controlled primarily in the cytoplasm. 

 

1.2. RNA-binding proteins 

RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) occupy a central position in cytoplasmic regulation of gene 

expression. They are employed to regulate mRNAs on the global as well as on a gene-specific 

level. This is achieved by the ability of an RBP either to bind to a general or specific structural 

component of an mRNA. The typical mRNA consists of a cap structure on the 5’ end, the 5’ 

untranslated region (UTR), the open reading frame (ORF), the 3’ UTR, and the homopolymeric 

A-stretch at the 3’ end called the poly(A) tail. Proteins that bind either the cap or the poly(A) 

tail are considered global RNA regulators as every mRNA contains these structures (KONG 

AND LASKO 2012). Examples are the cap-binding protein eIF4E or the cytoplasmic poly(A) 

binding protein PABPC. On the cellular level, global regulators are important for stress 

responses (ROUX AND TOPISIROVIC 2018). For example, eIF4E activity is directly targeted 
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under stress conditions to regulate global protein synthesis (MUSA et al. 2016). RBPs that 

regulate just a subset of mRNAs bind to specific sequence motives which are usually present 

in the UTR regions. Many of these factors belong to evolutionary conserved protein families. 

Prominent examples that control cytoplasmic mRNAs are members of the PUF protein family 

(PUmilio and FBF), STAR protein family (Signal Transduction and Activation of Ribonucleic 

acid), Tis11 protein family or TRIM-NHL protein family (TRIpartite Motif - NCL-1/HT2A/LIN-

41) (VERNET AND ARTZT 1997; BAOU et al. 2009; CONNACHER AND GOLDSTROHM 2020; 

NISHANTH AND SIMON 2020). Specific regulators fulfill important functions during the 

development of tissues by controlling the protein production of key developmental factors. 

 

1.3. Translational regulation of mRNAs 

Protein synthesis, also known as translation, is often the process that is directly or indirectly 

targeted to regulate gene expression in the cytoplasm. Translation itself is a multistep process 

that can be divided into three phases: initiation, elongation and termination. During the 

initiation phase, the two ribosomal subunits are recruited to the mRNA. During elongation, the 

assembled ribosome moves along the mRNA and a polypeptide chain is produced. During 

termination, the ribosome dissociates from the mRNA and is disassembled into its subunits. 

Theoretically, translational control can be exerted in any of the three phases, however the vast 

majority of regulatory mechanisms that have been described so far target the initiation phase 

(GEBAUER AND HENTZE 2004).  

Translation initiation is facilitated by the canonical mRNA structures; the cap and the tail, as 

well as multiple proteins. More than 20 proteins called eukaryotic translation initiation factors 

(eIFs) are involved in mRNA recognition and ribosomal subunit recruitment (MERRICK AND 

PAVITT 2018). Of pivotal importance during early stages of initiation is the eIF4 complex. This 

multi-subunit complex consists of the scaffolding protein eIF4G, which in turn serves as a 

central binding hub, the cap-binding protein eIF4E, the RNA helicase eIF4A and the ribosomal 

interacting complex eIF3 (LAMPHEAR et al. 1995; MADER et al. 1995). Additionally, eIF4G 
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contains binding domains for the cytoplasmatic poly(A) binding protein (PABPC) (TARUN AND 

SACHS 1996). It is envisioned that eIF4G bound to eIF4E and PABPC on an mRNA leads to 

the formation of a closed loop conformation bringing the 5’ and 3’ end of an mRNA in close 

proximity, which in turn stimulates translation initiation (Fig.1). In general, the activity of many 

specific RNA-binding proteins has been proposed to interfere with the formation of the close-

loop conformation of a target mRNA (GEBAUER AND HENTZE 2004). 

 

 

Figure 1: Model of mRNA closed loop formation and how this process can regulate translation. (A) 
During canonical translation initiation the cap and tail structures of an mRNA are in close proximity 
through the interactions of eukaryotic translation initiation factors (eIF) with the poly(A) binding protein 
(PABPC). (B) Deadenylases (DeAds) shorten the poly(A) tail dispel PABPC from the mRNA and disrupt 
the closed loop formation. (C) Cytoplasmic poly(A) polymerases elongate shortened poly(A) tails 
reestablishing PABPC interactions and stabilizing the closed loop formation again. 

 

1.4. Poly(A) mediated gene expression control 

Contrary to the rigid nature of the cap structure, the poly(A) tail is the most dynamic structure 

of an mRNA. Nuclear polyadenylation is a co-transcriptional default process that liberates the 

RNA from its site of transcription and assists mRNA export (SACHS AND WAHLE 1993). In the 

cytoplasm, the homopolymeric A-tail is removed as part of the natural mRNA decay pathway 

(DECKER AND PARKER 1993). However, the poly(A) tail is also a platform for regulatory 

translational control mechanisms that exploit its two cytoplasmic functions, enhancing mRNA 

stability and translatability (MATHEWS et al. 2007). In particular, the length of the poly(A) tail is 

an indicator of the mRNA’s fate. A short tail makes an mRNA less attractive for translation 

initiation and renders it rather unstable, whereas a long tail stimulates translation initiation and 

stabilizes an mRNA (MUNROE AND JACOBSON 1990; DECKER AND PARKER 1993). It is 

commonly believed that changes in tail length directly influence ribosome recruitment by 
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changing the efficiency of the mRNA loop formation mediated by the eIF4 complex. 

Interestingly, many developmentally important RNA-binding proteins that regulate specific 

subsets of mRNAs have been proposed to recruit enzymes that actively change the length of 

the tail (GOLDSTROHM AND WICKENS 2008). 

 

1.5. Pol(A) modifying enzymes 

1.5.1. Deadenylases 

Enzymes that shorten the tail of mRNAs are called deadenylases (DeAds). They represent a 

conserved class of exonucleases that specifically hydrolyze homopolymeric A-stretches 

(GOLDSTROHM AND WICKENS 2008). In terms of gene expression control DeAds have a dual 

role in mRNA regulation. On one hand these enzymes are regulators of global gene 

expression as deadenylation is part of the canonical cytoplasmic mRNA decay pathway 

(DECKER AND PARKER 1993). On the other hand, DeAds can be utilized to control specific 

subsets of mRNA by being recruited to a target via an RNA-binding protein (GOLDSTROHM AND 

WICKENS 2008).  

The most studied deadenylases are Ccr4 (carbon catabolite repressor 4), Caf1 (Ccr4p-

associated factor 1), Pan2 (PolyA nuclease 2) and PARN. All are evolutionary conserved from 

yeast to humans, only PARN might not be present in every organism, for example in budding 

yeast and flies no gene could be identified that encodes this particular DeAd (BOECK et al. 

1996; KORNER et al. 1998; DAUGERON et al. 2001; TUCKER et al. 2002; GOLDSTROHM AND 

WICKENS 2008). In general, the strong evolutionary conservation of the different DeAds is an 

indicator for the crucial roles these enzymes play in RNA regulation. 

Ccr4 and Caf1 are part of the multi-subunit Ccr4-Not complex. The two DeAds together with 

the large scaffolding protein Not1 form the central module of the complex to which a number 

of auxiliary factors known Not proteins can bind to (WAHLE AND WINKLER 2013). Although the 

components of the central module are broadly conserved, the number of additional Not 

proteins was increased during evolution from six in yeast to seven in mammals (BAI et al. 
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1999; BAWANKAR et al. 2013). Interestingly, the enzymatic balance between Ccr4 and Caf1 

changed during evolution, with Ccr4 being the dominant enzyme in yeast and Caf1 in 

Drosophila (TUCKER et al. 2002; TEMME et al. 2004). In general, loss of Ccr4-Not complex 

components leads to a strong accumulation of polyadenylated RNAs in yeast, fly and 

mammalian cells (TUCKER et al. 2001; TEMME et al. 2004; YAMASHITA et al. 2005).  

The Pan2-Pan3 complex consists of the single catalytic subunit Pan2 and its co-factor Pan3 

(BOECK et al. 1996; BROWN et al. 1996). Despite the strong evolutionary conservation of this 

complex, loss of Pan2-Pan3 function has little effect on cytoplasmic deadenylation in yeast 

and fly (TUCKER et al. 2001; BÖNISCH et al. 2007). Intriguingly, PARN has a number of 

properties that distinguish it from the Ccr4-Not and Pan2-Pan3 complex. First, PARN acts as 

homodimer and binds the cap structure (DEHLIN et al. 2000). Second, while the two other DeAd 

complexes are primarily cytoplasmic, PARN can be found mainly in the nucleus (YAMASHITA 

et al. 2005; BERNDT et al. 2012).  

In multicellular organisms Ccr4, Caf1, Pan2 and PARN are considered to be widely expressed. 

However, in this regard just Ccr4 and Caf1 have been analyzed in detail. Northern blot 

analyses in mice showed that Caf1 mRNAs are expressed in all tissues (ALBERT et al. 2000). 

In Drosophila, CCR4 and CAF1 proteins are detected at all developmental stages (TEMME et 

al. 2004). A similar observation was made in C. elegans. Here, the mRNA for the Caf1 

homolog, CCF-1 is expressed during all developmental stages (MOLIN AND PUISIEUX 2005). 

For Pan2 and PARN only data from tissue culture systems or specific cell types provide 

indications into their expression pattern. Pan2 protein is detected in mouse fibroblast, monkey 

kidney as well as human kidney, bone and epithelia cells (YAMASHITA et al. 2005; ZHENG et al. 

2008; FABIAN et al. 2011; BETT et al. 2013). PARN protein is expressed in Xenopus oocytes 

and retina cells, mouse brain tissue and myoblasts, human epithelia, blood and gastric cells 

(COPELAND AND WORMINGTON 2001; BAGGS AND GREEN 2003; MORAES et al. 2006; LEE et al. 

2012; MARAGOZIDIS et al. 2012; UDAGAWA et al. 2012; ZHANG AND YAN 2015). Collectively, this 

argues that all four deadenylases, Ccr4, Caf1, Pan2 and PARN, are most likely expressed 
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and active in every cell of an organism. Overall, the functionality of all four enzymes has been 

primarily studied in a single cell context and little is known about the roles of Ccr4, Caf1, Pan2 

and PARN in development. 

 

1.5.2. Cytoplasmic poly(A) polymerases 

Enzymes that elongate poly(A) tails of mRNAs in the cytoplasm are called cytoplasmic poly(A) 

polymerases (cytoPAPs). Contrary to nuclear PAP, these proteins belong to the group of non-

canonical poly(A) polymerases that do not contain any domains that facilitate direct 

interactions with RNAs. Two cytoPAPs have been described so far, GLD-2 and GLD-4 (WANG 

et al. 2002; SCHMID et al. 2009; BURNS et al. 2011). Both enzymes belong to two distinct, 

evolutionary conserved protein families that contain no sequence homology outside their 

catalytic regions (MINASAKI AND ECKMANN 2012). GLD-2 proteins so far have only been 

identified in nematodes, flies, frogs and mammals but not yeast (WANG et al. 2002; KWAK et 

al. 2004; ROUHANA et al. 2005; BENOIT et al. 2008; CUI et al. 2008). GLD-4 belongs to the 

TRF4 protein family which is conserved from yeast to mammals (MINASAKI AND ECKMANN 

2012). In yeast, flies and mammalian cells TRF4 homologous proteins represent the catalytic 

subunit of a nuclear RNA surveillance complex (SCHMIDT AND BUTLER 2013). However, the 

worm TRF4 ortholog GLD-4 as well as the mammalian TRF4 paralog hGLD4/PAPD5 localize 

predominantly to the cytoplasm (SCHMID et al. 2009; BURNS et al. 2011). This suggests that 

cytoPAPs might have evolved specifically in multi-cellular organisms to fulfill the demands that 

complex biological systems have towards RNA regulatory mechanisms.  

In general, cytoPAPs by themselves seem to have weak polyadenylation activity. The best 

understood and most studied enzymes of this class are GLD-2 and GLD-4 from nematodes. 

Recombinant GLD-2 promotes poly(A) addition to a substrate only weakly, and substrate 

polyadenylation can be stimulated by interacting proteins such as GLD-3 or RNP-8 (WANG et 

al. 2002; KIM et al. 2009). Crystal structure analyses revealed that GLD-3 or RNP-8 

interactions stabilize the fold of the GLD-2 catalytic domain, thereby stimulating the 

polyadenylation activity of the enzyme (NAKEL et al. 2015; NAKEL et al. 2016). Similar 
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observations were made for GLD-4, as tethering assays in Xenopus oocytes have shown that 

GLD-4 activity is stimulated by interactions with its co-factor GLS-1 (SCHMID et al. 2009). This 

suggests that the activity of cytoPAPs is tightly controlled via its interacting partners and that 

these enzymes most likely can only gain their full enzymatic potential as part of larger RNP 

complexes.  

In development, cytoPAPs are particularly important in germ cells. Loss of GLD-2-type 

proteins in worms and flies leads to severe defects during spermatogenesis as well as 

oogenesis (KADYK AND KIMBLE 1998; CUI et al. 2008; SARTAIN et al. 2011). GLD-4 has only 

been characterized in worms, where the loss of the protein results in a reduction in fertility and 

smaller brood sizes (SCHMID et al. 2009). Interestingly, nematode GLD-2 and GLD-4 in germ 

cells counteract each other during entry into meiosis and work synergistically during the 

progression of meiosis (SCHMID et al. 2009; MILLONIGG et al. 2014). This nicely illustrates the 

multi-layered relationship these two enzymes can have during germ cell development and 

suggest that they promote similar as well as distinct gene expression programs. Unfortunately, 

little is known about how GLD-2 and GLD-4 might regulate such programs on the molecular 

level. 

 

1.6. Germ cell development of the model organisms C. elegans  

The germ line of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans) has emerged as a model 

tissue to study RNA regulation in the context of a developmental system (NOUSCH AND 

ECKMANN 2013). In general, the worm has two sexes, male and hermaphrodite. Whereas 

males produce only sperm, hermaphrodites produce sperm at the last larval stage and switch 

to the production of oocytes with the onset of adulthood. The gonad in both sexes is a tube-

like structure in which germ cells mature in a distal to proximal orientation. Germline stem cells 

divide mitotically in the most distal part of the tissue and enter meiosis further proximal. During 

spermatogenesis germ cells within the tissue go through all stages of meiosis and develop 
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into fully differentiated functional sperm cells. During oogenesis germ cells within the tissue 

arrest at the end of prophase I and finish meiosis after fertilization (Fig. 2). 

The C. elegans germ line is a syncytium where many nuclei share a common cytoplasm. 

Despite the lack of cellular membranes to partition cells distinct protein expression patterns 

have to be established to guide germ cells through all the different developmental stages. 

Interestingly, many protein expression patterns can be recapitulated by fusing their 3’ UTRs 

to a GFP reporter protein (MERRITT et al. 2008). Furthermore, it has been shown that RNA 

metabolism-associated factors are significantly more abundant in the germ line than in the 

soma and that many of them are important for germ cell development (WANG et al. 2009; 

GREEN et al. 2011). Collectively this argues that protein expression within this tissue is 

primarily controlled on the post-transcriptional level. This makes the C. elegans germ line the 

perfect tissue to study the biological roles and molecular mechanisms of RNA regulators.  

 

 

Figure 2: Cartoon of the adult hermaphroditic germ line. Germ cells develop in a distal to proximal 
orientation. In the proliferative region (PR) germ cells divide mitotically. At the end of PR, cells enter 
and subsequently go through the indicated stages of prophase I before arresting as fully developed 
oocytes at the end of diakinesis. The star marks the distal end of the tissue. Sperm usually present at 
the proximal end of the tissue is not shown. L/Z – Leptotene/Zygotene 
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2. Aims of this work 

Using the germ line of the nematode C. elegans as a model the following questions were 

addressed:  

(I) Which deadenylases are important for germ cell development? 

(II) Which roles do cytoplasmic poly(A) polymerases have in mRNA regulation? 

(III) Can cytoplasmic poly(A) polymerases have enzymatic-independent functions? 

(IV) Can a tissue-specific ribosome purification method be adopted to analyze germ 

cell translation? 

(V) How are opposing poly(A) modifying enzymes utilized during germ cell 

development? 
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3. Results 

3.1. The Ccr4-Not deadenylase complex constitutes the main poly(A) 

removal activity in C. elegans 

Overarching question 

Which deadenylases are important for germ cell development? 

 

Synopsis of the publication 

Deadenylases have been studied quite intensively in unicellular organisms such as yeast or 

tissue culture systems. For example, our knowledge about the roles of DeAds in the mRNA 

decay pathway is based on studies using such systems (TUCKER et al. 2002; YAMASHITA et al. 

2005; YI et al. 2018). However, little was known about DeAds in multicellular organisms in 

general and C. elegans in particular. Especially, a comparative analysis of the biological roles 

of the different deadenylases had never been done before in any model organism. Therefore, 

I used a combination of genetics and molecular methods to investigate the roles of worm 

homologs of the main DeAds, Ccr4, Caf1, Pan2 and PARN in C. elegans focusing particularly 

on putative roles of the different enzymes in germ cell development. I found that all 

deadenylases are strongly expressed in germ cells. Whereas ccr-4, panl-2 (the Pan2 

homolog) and parn-1 mutants produce less offspring, the reduction of CCF-1 (the Caf1 

homolog) results in complete infertile hermaphrodites. This shows that only CCF-1 is essential 

for germ cell development. Furthermore, I found that the two deadenylases of the Ccr4-Not 

complex CCR-4 and CCF-1 provide the major RNA deadenylase activity on the organismal 

level. In general, this work provided the basis as well as tools and reagents that allow further 

in-depth investigations into how deadenylases regulate gene expression in germ cells. 
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3.2. The cytoplasmic poly(A) polymerases GLD-2 and GLD-4 promote 

general gene expression via distinct mechanisms 

Overarching question 

Which roles do cytoplasmic poly(A) polymerases have in mRNA regulation? 

 

Synopsis of the publication 

Cytoplasmic poly(A) polymerases are important enzymes for germ cell biology. For example, 

in C. elegans the two cytoPAPs GLD-2 and GLD-4 are crucial for processes such as meiotic 

entry and progression (KADYK AND KIMBLE 1998; WANG et al. 2002; SCHMID et al. 2009). Based 

on the severity of the defects that are observed in the absence of these two enzymes it has 

been envisioned that GLD-2 and GLD-4 are important regulators for mRNAs in germ cells. 

However, little was known about how these enzymes influence mRNA fates and promote gene 

expression in these cells. Therefore, I combined whole-genome RNA analysis with polysome 

profiling to explore the molecular mechanisms of GLD-2 and GLD-4 mediated RNA regulation. 

I investigated the impacts that a reduction of GLD-2 and GLD-4 has on abundances and 

translational efficiencies of germ cell mRNAs. Interestingly, the analysis showed that GLD-2 

primarily affects mRNAs abundance, whereas GLD-4 affects general translation. Additionally, 

general RNA polyadenylation is strongly promoted by GLD-2 and only mildly by GLD-4. The 

overall data suggest that GLD-2- and GLD-4-type cytoPAPs influence gene expression with 

fundamentally different mechanisms. Furthermore, this work establishes GLD-2 as the main 

enzyme that is utilized for polyadenylation-mediated mRNA regulation in germ cells. 
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3.3. Polyadenylation is the key aspect of GLD-2 function in C. elegans 

Overarching question 

Can cytoplasmic poly(A) polymerases have enzymatic-independent functions? 

 

Synopsis of the publication 

Many enzymes fulfill important cellular functions by catalyzing biochemical reactions. 

Interestingly, a growing number of enzymes contribute to cellular biology also in a catalysis-

independent fashion (VIVANCO et al. 2014; MASON et al. 2019; BERGE et al. 2020; JANISIW et 

al. 2020; SZIGETY et al. 2020; ZOU et al. 2020). Noncanonical poly(A) polymerase facilitate the 

addition of adenosine to the 3’ end of a target RNA. Intriguingly, the enzymatic activity of yeast 

Trf4-type PAP in the nucleus is dispensable for its role in regulating RNAs (SAN PAOLO et al. 

2009). This suggests that PAPs might be able to support cellular functions in an enzymatically 

independent manner. It had never been tested whether this is also true for any member of the 

GLD-2-type PAP family. The nematode C. elegans is the perfect system to reveal enzymatic 

independent functions of GLD-2. Initially discovered in the worm, the importance of C. elegans 

gld-2 for the development of germ cells is well documented and characterized. Loss of the 

protein leads to a delayed entry into and subsequence arrest of meiosis (KADYK AND KIMBLE 

1998; WANG et al. 2002; ECKMANN et al. 2004). Additionally, GLD-2 on the molecular level 

promotes poly(A) tail extension of mRNAs and stabilizes specific mRNAs (SUH et al. 2006; 

NOUSCH et al. 2017). In this work, we identified a gld-2 allele that carries a point mutation in 

the catalytic domain of GLD-2. Animals that express catalytically-impaired GLD-2 present the 

same phenotypes on the physiological as well as the molecular level as gld-2 alleles which do 

not express any GLD-2 protein. Hence, we show that GLD-2 fulfills its functions in germ cell 

development and RNA metabolism exclusively via its polyadenylation activity. In general, this 

work corroborates the importance of GLD-2-type enzymes in poly(A)-mediated RNA 

regulation.  
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3.4 RPL-4 and RPL-9-mediated ribosome purifications facilitate the 

efficient analysis of gene expression in Caenorhabditis elegans germ 

cells 

Overarching question 

Can a tissue-specific ribosome purification method be adopted to analyze germ cell 

translation? 

 

Synopsis of the publication 

The cellular complexity of model organisms is a major obstacle that limits our comprehensive 

understanding of gene expression networks in germ cells. For the C. elegans germ line, 

several studies provided transcriptomic data in the past which come with certain limitations. 

Most studies extract mRNAs from whole animals and infer the identity of cell-specific 

transcripts by using mutants that do not generate a significant germline tissue (REINKE et al. 

2004). This restricts the analysis towards germ cell-enriched mRNAs. Alternatively, more 

comprehensive results can be obtained by conducting transcriptomics from dissected germ 

lines (ORTIZ et al. 2014). However, this approach is based on a tremendous amount of manual 

labor to obtain reasonable quantities of isolated germline tissue for each analysis. To facilitate 

gene expression analyses from germ cells I adopted a ribosome-immunoprecipitation method 

aimed at analyzing the translatome from specific cell types, named Translating Ribosome 

Affinity Purification (TRAP), to the C. elegans germ line. The TRAP approach combines easy 

access to large amounts of cellular material from whole animals with the selectivity of tissue-

specific dissections. It relies on the ectopic expression of a tagged ribosomal protein 

specifically in the tissue of choice, which is subsequently used to purify ribosome-associated 

mRNAs from a defined cell population. In the process, I discovered that the ribosomal protein 

that is used in the classical TRAP assays is not the ideal choice to purify ribosomes from germ 

cells. With RPL-4 and RPL-9, I established and characterized two alternative ribosomal 

proteins that are much better suited for this task.  
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3.5 Stage-specific combinations of opposing poly(A) modifying 

enzymes guide gene expression during early oogenesis 

Overarching question 

How are opposing poly(A) modifying enzymes utilized during germ cell development? 

 

Synopsis of the publication 

By now poly(A) modifying enzymes are recognized as crucial components of the gene 

expression networks in germ cell development (MORRIS et al. 2005; SUH et al. 2006; BENOIT 

et al. 2008; NOUSCH et al. 2013). In this context, deadenylases are considered as negative 

and cytoPAPs as positive mRNA regulators. In my previous works, I investigated the roles of 

deadenylases and cytoPAPs in C. elegans germ cell development separately. However, the 

interplay between these opposing poly(A) regulators remained poorly understood. Using 

genetics, RNA sequencing and the TRAP assay I analyzed the developmental and molecular 

relationship between GLD-2 and different deadenylases in C. elegans. I found that Ccr4-Not 

is the main counterforce to GLD-2 controlling mRNA polyadenylation and abundance in germ 

cells. A GLD-2/ Ccr4-Not balance is vital for all steps of oogenesis where the opposing 

activities of these enzymes are utilized by several RNA-binding proteins to control their mRNA 

targets. Furthermore, this work suggests that the mechanism of GLD-2-mediated RNA 

regulation switches from promoting mRNA stability during early stages towards controlling 

translational efficiency during late stages of female germ cell development. Overall, this work 

identified with GLD-2 and Ccr4-Not two evolutionary conserved regulators that most likely 

provide the molecular framework for gene-specific poly(A) tail regulation not only in C. elegans 

but also in other biological systems that utilize the dynamic potential of the tail to control gene 

expression. 
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4. Discussion 

4.1 The global impact of tail regulation in germ cells 

The classical views about poly(A) tail lengths influencing mRNA stability and translation were 

recently reexamined by RNA-sequencing studies. As a result, the general importance of tail 

regulation for mRNA stability could be confirmed on a genome-wide level for many different 

biological systems (SUBTELNY et al. 2014; EICHHORN et al. 2016; EISEN et al. 2020). However, 

this is different for translation. Especially the notion that long-tailed mRNAs are translated 

better seems not to be universally true. Although a coupling between mRNA tail lengths and 

translation efficiency is observed in early fly, frog and zebrafish embryos, it disappears after 

gastrulation (SUBTELNY et al. 2014; EICHHORN et al. 2016; LIM et al. 2016). Also, no strong 

influence of tail lengths on translation was observed in adult somatic tissues, tissue culture 

systems or yeast (SUBTELNY et al. 2014). This strongly implies that tail length changes have 

only an effect on the translation status of mRNAs in specific tissues and cell types. 

Unfortunately, the connection between tail lengths and translation in developing germ cells is 

not clear at the moment. My data shows that a global shortening of mRNA poly(A) tail 

correlates with the destabilization of many mRNAs and a decrease of ribosome association of 

some mRNAs in C. elegans germ cells (NOUSCH et al. 2014; NOUSCH et al. 2019). While I 

employed a genome-wide approach for the abundance measurements, I analyzed the impact 

on translation only for a small number of mRNAs yet. However, this makes it difficult to assess 

how broadly applicaple the influence of the tail on translation really is in germ cells. 

Nonetheless, taken together my data argues that tail regulation most likely promotes both, 

stability as well as the translation of mRNA, in developing germ cells.  

 

4.2 Ccr4-Not a global mRNA regulator with tissue-specific importance 

Deadenylation of mRNAs is generally seen as a crucial aspect of the mRNA degradation 

pathway in eukaryotes (MUGRIDGE et al. 2018). The deadenylases of the Ccr4-Not complex 

have been shown to provide the main poly(A) shortening activity so far only in cell culture 
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systems (TUCKER et al. 2001; YAMASHITA et al. 2005; TEMME et al. 2010; YI et al. 2018). I 

conducted bulk poly(A) measurements of total RNA isolated from whole worms and found that 

loss of ccr-4, the reduction of ccf-1 or nlt-1 leads to severe deadenylating defects which are 

not detected in other deadenylase mutants (NOUSCH et al. 2013). Similar observations have 

been previously made only for ccr-4 in flies (TEMME et al. 2004). Hence, my work extends our 

previous knowledge about the importance of the central Ccr4-Not module at the organismal 

level and cements the role of the complex in mRNA deadenylation in metazoans. 

Intriguingly, the loss of CAF1 or CCR4 has different effects on organismal development. In C. 

elegans, loss of the Caf1-homolog ccf-1 is lethal (MOLIN AND PUISIEUX 2005). This is a strong 

contrast to the observations made in ccr4 mutants. I found that ccr-4 loss in worms does not 

affect somatic but only germ cell development, (NOUSCH et al. 2013; NOUSCH et al. 2019). This 

is consistent with results from other organisms. In Drosophila, loss of caf1 is lethal whereas 

ccr4 mutants are viable but display defects during oocyte development (MORRIS et al. 2005; 

ZAESSINGER et al. 2006; NEUMULLER et al. 2011). In mice, both DeAds are each represented 

by two independent genes, Ccr4 by cnot6/6l and Caf1 by cnot7/8 (BIANCHIN et al. 2005; 

MORITA et al. 2007). Although, cnot7 knock-out mice show several physiological abnormalities, 

they are viable suggesting that Cnot8 can partially compensate for the loss of Cnot7 

(NAKAMURA et al. 2004). However, primary mouse embryonic fibroblasts undergo apoptosis 

when both Caf1 genes are deleted from the genome (MOSTAFA et al. 2020). For Ccr4, only 

cnot6l knock-out mice exist which are viable but females display reduced fertility (SHA et al. 

2018). Mouse embryonic fibroblasts in which both Ccr4 genes are deleted remain viable 

(MOSTAFA et al. 2020). Overall, these data suggest that the two enzymatic subunits of the 

Ccr4-Not complex have distinct biological functions, with Ccr4 being dispensable of general 

but not germ cell development in metazoans. 

However, when interpreting the impact of CAF1, one has to consider the structure of the Ccr4-

Not complex. All characterizations of CAF1 in organisms, including my work, rely on the 

removal of CAF1 protein. But, CAF1 serves as a bridge between CCR4 and the scaffolding 
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protein NOT1 (BASQUIN et al. 2012; PETIT et al. 2012). Thus, the loss of CAF1 automatically 

severs the connection of CCR4 to the rest of the complex. Interestingly, my work suggests, if 

not part of the Ccr4-Not complex, CCR4 protein is more stable than CAF1 (NOUSCH et al. 

2013). However, currently we do not know whether CCR4 by itself can be functional and loss 

of CAF1 protein most likely also leads to an activity loss of CCR4 in cells. Therefore, mutants 

would have to be generated in which the enzymatic activity of CAF1 is abolished without 

interfering with the abundances of the protein to gauge the impact of CAF1 alone on biological 

processes.  

CAF1 and CCR4 have been investigated on the molecular level shining a light on their 

individual involvement in mRNA deadenylation. In mammalian cells, the strong deadenylation 

defects observed in the absence of CAF1 can be partially rescued by the presence of a 

catalytically inactive CAF1, suggesting that as part of the Ccr4-Not complex CCR4 can 

compensate the activity loss of CAF1 (YI et al. 2018). Hence, efficient mRNA tail shortening 

is the result of the combined activities of both enzymatic subunits. Interestingly, mechanistic 

differences exist between CAF1 and CCR4. An accumulation of distinct deadenylation-

intermediates is detected in the presence of catalytically inactive CCR4 but not CAF1 (YI et 

al. 2018). In these CCR4 mutants, the size pattern of the poly(A) signal is consistent with the 

footprint of bound PABP (YI et al. 2018). Furthermore, in vitro deadenylation activity of CCR4 

but not CAF1 is stimulated by the presence of PABP (YI et al. 2018). Based on these 

observations the model of Ccr4-Not-mediated deadenylation was proposed in which CAF1 

trims PABPC-free A tails while CCR4 removes PABPC-bound A tails. Intriguingly, in my bulk 

polyA measurements from ccr-4 mutant animals, I also detected distinct deadenylation-

intermediates highly similar to the ones detected in mammalian cells (NOUSCH et al. 2013; 

NOUSCH et al. 2019). This suggests that also in C. elegans CCR-4 shortens tails in a PABP 

dependent manner. It is attractive to speculate that the relationship between CCR-4 and PABP 

might provide the basis for the specific biological roles of this enzyme. 
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4.3 GLD-2 a tissue-specific cytoPAP and broad mRNA regulator 

In contrast to deadenylases, the cytoplasmic poly(A) polymerase GLD-2 is quite restricted in 

its expression pattern and thereby in its activity. The analyses of GLD-2-type proteins in 

worms, flies and vertebra show that this cytoPAP is only strongly produced in germ cells and 

neurons (WANG et al. 2002; ROUHANA et al. 2005; BENOIT et al. 2008; CUI et al. 2008). In 

recent years the full scale of GLD-2-mediated mRNA regulation has been revealed. In 

Drosophila, loss-of-function mutants for the GLD-2 homolog wispy display a global shortening 

of mRNA poly(A) tails in late oocytes (CUI et al. 2013; EICHHORN et al. 2016). This suggests 

that GLD-2 enzymes target large sets of mRNAs in germ cells. In my work, I could confirm this 

notion. I found that also in C. elegans loss of GLD-2 leads to a global shortening of mRNA 

poly(A) tail in developing germ cells (NOUSCH et al. 2014). Additionally, GLD-2 

immunopurifications from worms coenrich a broad range of germ cell-specific mRNAs and 

GLD-2 activity is needed to maintain the steady-state levels of many germline mRNAs (KIM et 

al. 2010; NOUSCH et al. 2014; NOUSCH et al. 2017; NOUSCH et al. 2019). Interestingly, also in 

neurons, GLD-2 stabilizes mRNAs. Here, the depletion of GLD-2 from the mouse 

hippocampus leads to the decrease of hundreds of mRNAs in the tissue (MANSUR et al. 2020). 

Taken together this argues that in germ cells and neurons GLD-2 promotes the stability of not 

just a small subset but a broad range of mRNAs. Hence, in these tissues GLD-2-type enzymes 

should be considered major regulators that are heavily utilized to control most likely many 

gene expression programs. 

 

4.4 Several RNA-binding proteins utilize GLD-2 and Ccr4-Not  

Specific RNA-binding proteins can employ GLD-2-type enzymes and deadenylases. This 

concept has been proposed for the regulation of maternal mRNAs during Xenopus oocytes 

maturation. Here, the RNA-binding protein CPEB is envisioned to control mRNAs by recruiting 

and balancing the activities of GLD-2 and PARN (KIM AND RICHTER 2006). Although the 

antagonism between GLD-2 and PARN often serves as a paradigm for poly(A)-mediated gene 
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expression control, the generality of the GLD-2/PARN relationship is questionable. In general, 

GLD-2 type proteins are localized to the cytoplasm (WANG et al. 2002; BENOIT et al. 2008). 

PARN on the other hand seems to be primarily nuclear and becomes only cytoplasmic upon 

nuclear envelope break down during late stages of oocyte maturation (YAMASHITA et al. 2005; 

BERNDT et al. 2012). This argues that PARN/GLD-2 mediated RNA regulation is only 

biologically relevant during one specific stage of oocyte development. My work shows that not 

PARN but rather Ccr4-Not opposes GLD-2 during all stages of female germ cell development 

leading up to oocyte maturation (NOUSCH et al. 2019). Furthermore, my data suggests that the 

opposing activities of GLD-2 and Ccr4-Not are employed by several evolutionary conserved 

RNA-binding proteins, including FBF-1PUF, GLD-1STAR, OMA-1Tis11 and LIN-41TRIM-NHL, to 

regulate target mRNAs. The idea that the Ccr4-Not/GLD-2 antagonism might be used by 

various RBPs is supported by biochemical data from other studies. FBF-1PUF, OMA-1Tis11 and 

LIN-41TRIM-NHL have been shown to form RNPs which contain GLD-2 as well as Ccr4-Not (SUH 

et al. 2009; SPIKE et al. 2014; TSUKAMOTO et al. 2017). Overall, this suggests that the opposing 

activities of GLD-2 and deadenylases, in particular Ccr4-Not, could be a hallmark for RNA-

binding proteins that control gene expression in the cytoplasm. 

The RNA-binding protein determines how the tail modifiers affect the fate of a target mRNA. 

In my work I found that GLD-2 and Ccr4-Not affect the abundance of FBF-1PUF, GLD-1STAR, 

OMA-1Tis11 and LIN-41TRIM-NHL target mRNAs, indicating that the enzymes are employed by 

these four RBPs to regulate mRNA stability (NOUSCH et al. 2019). Interestingly, whereas FBF-

1PUF, GLD-1STAR, OMA-1Tis11 and LIN-41TRIM-NHL use GLD-2 to stabilize targets, differences are 

detected for the Ccr4-Not-mediated destabilization mechanism. Target mRNAs of all four 

RBPs are increased upon loss of CCF-1, however only the targets of LIN-41TRIM-NHL 

additionally respond to the loss of CCR-4, suggesting that CCR-4 is dispensable for repressing 

FBF-1PUF, GLD-1STAR and OMA-1Tis11 targets. Additionally, the ribosome association of several 

LIN-41TRIM-NHL targets is decreased with the down-regulation of GLD-2, suggesting that tail-

modifiers also regulate translation of LIN-41TRIM-NHL. Although in my analysis I did not detect a 
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broad impact by GLD-2 of FBF-1PUF, GLD-1STAR and OMA-1Tis11 target association with 

ribosomes, I cannot exclude that these RBPs also control the translational status of its targets 

due to the small number of analyzed mRNAs. Loss of GLD-1 leads to a decrease in target 

abundance as well as polysome association implying that also this RBP might regulate its 

targets via multiple mechanisms (SCHECKEL et al. 2012). Therefore, genome-wide approaches 

are needed to assess the prominence of translation regulation that is exerted by the different 

RBPs. Nonetheless, my data suggests the GLD-2/Ccr4-Not balance is employed most likely 

by most RBPs to regulate primarily the abundance of mRNA. 

 

4.5 Ccr4-Not and GLD-2 might also regulate non-coding RNAs 

Although not the focus of my work, alternative target RNAs have been proposed for Ccr4-Not 

and GLD-2. In this regard, Ccr4-Not has been implicated in RNA regulation in the nucleus of 

germ cells. In drosophila, the depletion of Ccr4-Not complex components causes a strong 

derepression of telomeric retroelements resulting in mitotic defects during early 

embryogenesis (MORGUNOVA et al. 2015). It has been suggested that the Ccr4-Not complex 

associates with factors that are involved in piRNA-mediated silencing and that CCR4-

mediates the degradation of transcribed transposable elements (KORDYUKOVA et al. 2020). It 

remains to be shown whether this role of Ccr4-Not is conserved in other organisms or if this 

is a fly-specific function of the complex. However, piRNAs operate exclusively in germ cells 

and the involvement of Ccr4-Not in piRNA-mediated transposon silencing might contribute to 

the general sensitivity of germ cells towards the reduction of Ccr4-Not components. 

GLD-2 in mammals has been proposed to be involved in the regulation of miRNAs. Large-

scale sequencing analyses in mammals and C. elegans revealed that many miRNAs are 3’ 

monoadenylated (RUBY et al. 2006; LANDGRAF et al. 2007; AZUMA-MUKAI et al. 2008). In the 

liver and hippocampus of mice as well as human fibroblasts knockdown of GLD-2 leads to a 

loss of miRNA monoadenylations (KATOH et al. 2009; D'AMBROGIO et al. 2012; MANSUR et al. 

2016). However, the effect of GLD-2-mediated miRNA is still debated. Whereas in the mouse 
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liver and human fibroblast GLD-2 seems to stabilize miRNAs, in the hippocampus loss of GLD-

2 does not affect the steady-state levels of the affected miRNAs. Currently, it is unclear 

whether this aspect of GLD-2 functionality is relevant for the development of multi-cellular 

organisms in general or germ cell biology. 

 

4.6 Enzymatic-independent functions of Ccr4-Not and GLD-2 

In general, enzymes can have important biological roles independently of the biochemical 

reaction that they catalyze. In this respect, little is known about GLD-2 and the two enzymes 

of the Ccr4-Not. For the deadenylases, so far only one study indicates that the CAF1 might 

be functional in an enzymatically independent manner. In this study, catalytically inactive CAF-

1 from Xenopus or humans was tethered to reporter mRNAs and able to repress the 

production of proteins from the target mRNA in Xenopus oocytes (COOKE et al. 2010). This 

observation suggests that CAF-1 could repress translation in an enzymatic independent 

manner. However, as the overall design of the experiment is quite artificial it remains to be 

tested to which degree such a mechanism also plays a significant role in the regulation of 

mRNAs in a physiological context.  

Data from yeast indicate that the catalytic activity of Trf4-type non-canonical poly(A) 

polymerase might be dispensable for their functions in RNA regulation (SAN PAOLO et al. 

2009). My findings suggest that GLD-2-type PAPs seem to promote the abundance of its 

target mRNAs solely via polyadenylation (NOUSCH et al. 2017). Unfortunately, the C. elegans 

protein is the only GLD-2-type protein that has been tested so far in this regard. However, 

recently the crystal structure of mammalian GLD-2 was solved which revealed significant 

structural differences compared to the C. elegans protein, showing that the mammalian protein 

seems to be a more stable enzyme (MA et al. 2020). Whereas C. elegans GLD-2 relies on its 

interaction with co-factors such as GLD-3 or RNP-8 to polyadenylate substrates efficiently, 

mammalian GLD-2 can robustly extent poly(A) tails by itself (NAKEL et al. 2015; NAKEL et al. 
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2016; MA et al. 2020). The evolutionary enhancement of GLD-2 enzymatic robustness might 

indicate that also in mammals the enzymatic activity is the key feature of this protein family. 

 

4.7 The biological importance and roles of other deadenylases in RNA 

regulation 

4.7.1 Pan2-Pan3 a global complex with specialized roles 

Curiously, the strength of the evolutionary conservation of the Pan2-Pan3 complex is not 

immediately mirrored by its importance for general biology. In C. elegans, the removal of panl-

2 and panl-3 individually or in parallel results in wild-type-looking animals that are fertile 

(NOUSCH et al. 2013). Lacks of obvious phenotypes are most likely also observed in flies. 

According to Flybase, the removal of Pan2 seems to not affect the survival or fertility of 

drosophila. This suggests that the Pan2-Pan3 complex is most likely dispensable for the global 

development of multi-cellular organisms. However, Pan2-Pan3 is present in the genomes from 

yeast to humans arguing that this complex should have biologically relevant functions (BOECK 

et al. 1996; UCHIDA et al. 2004; NOUSCH et al. 2013). Indeed, I found that in C. elegans panl-

2 or panl-3 mutants produce significantly fewer offspring compared to wild type at elevated 

temperatures (NOUSCH et al. 2013). This suggests that Pan2-Pan3 becomes relevant for 

development under stress conditions. Unfortunately, up to this point C. elegans remains the 

only animal in which the biological importance of this complex was addressed and it will be 

interesting to see whether similar results can be obtained from other organisms. Overall, my 

data argues that Pan2-Pan3 might be needed for efficient deadenylation under stress 

conditions thereby contributing to developmental robustness in multi-cellular organisms. 

How can the lack of Pan2-Pan3 biological relevance under normal cellular conditions be 

explained? In general, it has been proposed that on the molecular level mRNA deadenylation 

occurs in two steps (YAMASHITA et al. 2005). For efficient degradation, mRNAs with very long 

poly(A) tails (>150 nt) are first shortened by Pan2-Pan3 and are subsequently further 

deadenylated by Ccr4-Not (YAMASHITA et al. 2005; YI et al. 2018). Interestingly, RNA 
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sequencing studies characterizing mRNA poly(A) tails in mammalian tissue culture cells, 

Drosophila S2 cells, mouse liver, early zebrafish and Drosophila embryos found that the 

median length of an mRNA poly(A) tail in most cells is between 50 and 100 nt (CHANG et al. 

2014; SUBTELNY et al. 2014; EICHHORN et al. 2016). Hence, a minor population of mRNAs 

carries tails longer than 150 nt indicating that only a small number of mRNAs is targeted by 

Pan2-Pan3 under normal cellular conditions. 

Unfortunately, we do not know how the length of mRNA poly(A) tails change in C. elegans 

germ cells upon temperature increase. However, two observations from whole-genome 

studies in human cells might explain the requirement of Pan2-Pan3 under stress conditions. 

First, arsenic-induced stress leads to the enhanced usage of proximal alternative 

polyadenylation (APA) sites during mRNA production and the accelerated decay of mRNAs 

that have been processed at the distal APA sites (ZHENG et al. 2018). Second, a comparison 

of poly(A) tail lengths between mRNAs produced from distal or proximal APAs revealed that 

the longer UTRs also carry longer tails (LEGNINI et al. 2019). Also, in C. elegans a significant 

number of genes carry multiple alternative polyadenylation sites (JAN et al. 2011). Hence, 

PANL2-PANL3 might be required for the efficient degradation of long-tailed mRNA populations 

under heat stress conditions. 

 

4.7.2 PARN a multi-task deadenylase 

The biological importance of PARN proteins seems to have evolved over time. PARN in 

general is broadly but not universally conserved. For example, PARN is present in S. pombe 

but not in S. cerevisiae (REVERDATTO et al. 2004). Furthermore, PARN can be found in 

nematodes, and vertebras but not in flies (GOLDSTROHM AND WICKENS 2008). The absence of 

PARN especially in flies indicates that this deadenylase is not required for development in 

every organism. I found that parn-1, parn-2 and parn-1;parn-2 mutant animals in C. elegans 

are viable and present no obvious general developmental defects, supporting this notion 

(NOUSCH et al. 2013). However, this is different in mice where homozygote PARN knockout 
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animals die during early embryogenesis (BENYELLES et al. 2019). This shows that PARN 

although dispensable in worms is an essential gene in mammals. 

The evolutionary increase of PARN importance might be explained by its RNA targets. PARN 

was initially described to regulate the deadenylation of a handful of maternal transcripts in 

Xenopus oocytes (KORNER et al. 1998). However, PARN seems not to be a major mRNA 

regulator in somatic and early germ cells. The knockdown of PARN in mouse cells results in 

the stabilization of only a small number of mRNAs (LEE et al. 2012). Also in my work, I detected 

only minor changes in mRNA abundances upon the loss of parn-1 in early developing germ 

cells (NOUSCH et al. 2019). Interestingly, a genome-wide sequencing study found that PARN 

has not a strong influence on the length of mRNA poly(A) tails in mammalian cells, supporting 

the idea that the impact of PARN on mRNAs could be indirect (YI et al. 2018). This notion 

gains traction with an ever-growing number of studies that show PARN involvement in the 

regulation of non-coding RNAs (ncRNA), including the processing and abundance of some 

miRNAs, as well as the processing of Y RNAs, piRNAs, snoRNAs, rRNAs and telomerase 

RNAs (BERNDT et al. 2012; YODA et al. 2013; BOELE et al. 2014; HARWIG et al. 2015; MOON et 

al. 2015; TANG et al. 2016; ISHIKAWA et al. 2017; MONTELLESE et al. 2017; SHUKLA AND PARKER 

2017; LEE et al. 2019; SHUKLA et al. 2019; NIETO et al. 2020). Based on these studies, a picture 

emerges of PARN as a major processing factor that controls the production and functions of 

ncRNA transcripts. 

PARN-mediated regulation of ncRNAs seems to be the key to its general developmental 

importance. One of the biologically more impactful functions of PARN is its involvement in the 

maturation of the telomerase RNA component (TERC). TERC is part of the telomerase 

complex that catalyzes the addition of telomere DNA repeats onto the ends of linear 

chromosomes using the embedded TERC as the template (BLACKBURN AND COLLINS 2011). 

In humans, mutations in PARN are associated with Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, an age-

related disease featuring progressive lung scarring, and dyskeratosis congenita, a life-

threatening bone marrow disorder (STUART et al. 2015; TUMMALA et al. 2015). A hallmark of 
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both diseases is an impairment of telomere maintenance which is based on decreased levels 

of TERC (ROAKE AND ARTANDI 2020). In a tissue culture system, it could be shown that PARN 

removes a post-transcriptionally acquired oligo(A) tail from TERC that targets the RNA for 

degradation and the ectopic expression of PARN in PARN-deficient cells rescues TERC levels 

(MOON et al. 2015). This directly links PARN to the maintenance of TERC expression and 

demonstrates the requirement for PARN-mediated regulation of ncRNAs in development. 

The requirements for different telomere length regulation mechanisms could explain the 

differential effects on the general development of parn mutants in worms and mammals. In 

most organism telomerase is essential and the developmental dynamics of telomerase loss is 

nicely illustrated in mice. Here, the initial loss of telomerase activity does not affect the 

organism due to the existence of sufficient telomeric sequences (BLASCO et al. 1997). 

However, it eventually becomes detrimental to the entire animal as a result of replication-

associated telomere shortening germ cells and proliferative tissues fail to develop properly 

(BLASCO et al. 1997). Although in C. elegans telomerase single mutants eventually become 

sterile, mirroring to some degree phenotypes observed in knockout mice, the downregulation 

of additional factors allows for the maintenance of telomere lengths via alternative extension 

mechanisms rescuing the sterility phenotype (MEIER et al. 2006; CHENG et al. 2012; LACKNER 

et al. 2012). Hence, C. elegans is one of the few organisms that tolerates the loss of 

telomerase activity. Although we currently do not know whether PARN is involved in C. 

elegans telomere length regulation, the prominence of a telomerase-independent mechanism 

to regulate telomeres is a feasible explanation for the absence of major phenotypes in parn 

mutant worms in my work.  
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5. Outlook 

Taken together, my work describes the developmental roles and genetic interactions of poly(A) 

tail modifying enzymes in developing germ cells of C. elegans. Although, I provided several 

novel and interesting findings regarding the cytoPAPs GLD-2 and GLD-4, as well the DeAds 

Ccr4-Not, Pan2 and PARN we still lack detailed mechanistic models that describe how such 

enzymes control the regulation of specific mRNAs during germ cell development. For example, 

the discovery that gene expression in germ cells is balanced by GLD-2 and Ccr4-Not raises 

the question of how these opposing activities are controlled on the molecular level. Hence, the 

compositions and structures of RNPs that contain specific RNA-binding proteins and the tail 

modifiers will have to be characterized in detail. We have to know whether RBPs directly 

interact with tail modifiers or if adaptor proteins are used, and if the opposing enzymatic factors 

are present in RNPs at all times or if two mutually exclusive RNP subpopulations exist. The 

analysis of immune-purified complexes from gonads using methods such as Cross-

linking/mass spectrometry should help to identify interaction surfaces and provide valuable 

insides into the RNP architecture in germ cells (PIERSIMONI AND SINZ 2020). Detailed structural 

models will also be instrumental to reveal and understand how the two opposing activities of 

GLD-2 and Ccr4-Not are balanced and regulated in this context.  

The findings that the Pan2-Pan3 complex in worms is biologically relevant at elevated 

temperatures argues that this complex is needed for the cellular stress response. In general, 

virtually nothing is known about poly(A) mediated gene expression regulation in stressed germ 

cells in any organism. Hence, the roles of RNA binding proteins as well as poly(A) modifiers 

during germ cell development should be characterized under stress conditions in C. elegans. 

This will reveal how these post-transcriptional regulators including Pan2-Pan3 are utilized and 

integrated into the cellular networks that control stress responses. 

Finally, we need a comprehensive understanding how tail length modifications impact protein 

production in germ cells. As long-assumed correlation between long poly(A) tails and efficient 

translation seems not to be universally true; we need data that addresses this relationship in 
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developing germ cells. The tools that I have developed for the germ cell TRAP assay will help 

to fill this knowledge gap. Furthermore, by combining the TRAP assay with RNA sequencing 

techniques such as Tail-Seq and ribosome profiling one should be able to generate a 

comprehensive picture of the gene-expression landscape in early developing germ cells 

(INGOLIA et al. 2009; CHANG et al. 2014). By conducting such investigations not only in wild 

type but also in mutants of poly(A) modifiers and specific RNA-binding proteins the impact of 

poly(A) tail length on mRNA abundances and translation efficiencies will be revealed in this 

context. 
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